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Potts spin systems play a fundamental role in statistical mechanics and quantum field theory, and
can be studied within the spin, the Fortuin-Kasteleyn (FK) bond or the q-flow (loop) representation.
We introduce a Loop-Cluster (LC) joint model of bond-occupation variables interacting with q-flow
variables, and formulate a LC algorithm that is found to be in the same dynamical universality
as the celebrated Swendsen-Wang algorithm. This leads to a theoretical unification for all the
representations, and numerically, one can apply the most efficient algorithm in one representation
and measure physical quantities in others. Moreover, by using the LC scheme, we construct a
hierarchy of geometric objects that contain as special cases the q-flow clusters and the backbone
of FK clusters, the exact values of whose fractal dimensions in two dimensions remain as an open
question. Our work not only provides a unified framework and an efficient algorithm for the Potts
model, but also brings new insights into rich geometric structures of the FK clusters.

Introduction. The understanding of critical phenom-
ena is now strongly intertwined with the study of the rich
behavior of the q-state Potts model [1]. Aside from the
historical spin representation [2, 3], two other representa-
tions of the Potts model have played a central role: the q-
flow representation [4, 5], which is a generalization of the
loop description, and the Fortuin-Kasteleyn (FK) bond
representation [6, 7], which is also known as the random-
cluster (RC) model. On one hand, theoretical advances
were achieved thanks to the geometric and probabilis-
tic interpretations they brought, as well as the extension
to positive real q values [8–10]. For instance, they play
an important role in conformal field theory [11] and in
stochastic Loewner evolution [12–16]. On the other hand,
numerical Monte Carlo (MC) methods, decisive in the
study of not-exactly soluble models, have significantly
benefitted from these insights. Indeed, the Metropolis
[17] or heat-bath schemes rely on single-spin moves and
often suffer from severe critical slowing-down [18, 19],
and the Sweeny algorithm [20], a local-bond update
scheme, has complications from connectivity-checking.
Based on the coupling between spin and FK represen-
tations [6, 7, 21], efficient cluster methods, including the
Swendsen-Wang (SW) and Wolff algorithms [22, 23], have
been developed and widely used. For the q-flow repre-
sentation, one can apply the Prokof’ev-Svistunov worm
algorithm [24–27], which has proven to be particularly ef-
ficient at computing the magnetic susceptibility [28] and
the spin-spin correlation function [29].

However, despite the existence of the coupling between
spin and FK representation for decades [6, 7, 21], a
generic coupling between the q-flow and another repre-

sentation, which would tie the three representations of
the Potts model together, has remained an open ques-
tion.

In this Letter, we propose a unified framework by in-
troducing a joint model, called the Loop-Cluster (LC)
model, of FK bond variables interacting with q-flow vari-
ables. It includes and provides a straightforward deriva-
tion of the coupling for the Ising model [30, 31], and
applies to the Potts model of any integer q≥1. The LC
joint model provides a setup for a new MC algorithm,
which we call the Loop-Cluster (LC) algorithm. By in-
vestigating the dynamical properties over the complete
graph and d = 2, 3, 4, 5 toroidals grids, we show that the
LC and the SW schemes are in the same universality
class. As a consequence, the three representations are
tied together, and numerically, one can apply the most
efficient algorithm in one representation and measure ob-
servables in others, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Much insight is also gained on geometric structures of
the Potts model from the LC scheme. The q-flow clus-
ters, defined by sets of vertices connected by non-zero
flow variables, can be proven to be contained in the back-
bones of FK clusters. Further, we construct a hierarchy
of random qF-flow clusters from a q-state FK configura-
tion with real q ≥ 0 and integer qF ≥ 2, which reduce
to the q-flow clusters for qF = q and the backbones for
qF→∞. This provides a new perspective to study the
long-standing question about the backbone dimension for
percolation and FK clusters [32–38]. In two dimensions
(2D), We determine with high precision the fractal di-
mension dF for various qF and q, and conjecture an exact
formula for qF = 2. However, for generic (qF, q), the ex-
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act value of dF remains unknown, and the exploration
might request progresses in conformal field theory.

FIG. 1. Representations and algorithms for the Potts model.
The spin, q-flow, and FK representations are coupled by the
combination of the Swendsen-Wang and the Loop-Cluster al-
gorithm.

Representations of the Potts model. We begin with
the introduction of the standard Potts, q-flow and RC
models. Consider a finite graph G ≡ (V,E), where V
is the vertex set and E the edge set. Let each vertex i
be occupied by a Potts spin σi ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1} with
q>1 an integer, the q-state Potts model is defined by the
probability distribution,

dµspin({σ})=Z−1
spin

∏
(ij)

exp
[
Jij(δσi,σj

−1)
]
dµ0({σ})

where Jij > 0 is the ferromagnetic coupling for edge
(ij) ∈ E in the graph G, and dµ0({σ}) is the counting
measure for the Potts spin configurations. The partition
sum Zspin acts as a normalization factor. Introducing the
edge probability pij ≡1 − exp(−Jij), the Potts distribu-
tion can be rewritten as,

dµspin({σ})=Z−1
spin

∏
(ij)

[
pijδσi,σj

+(1−pij)
]
dµ0({σ}). (1)

Now, we can assign to each edge (ij) ∈ E a random
bond variable bij ∈{0, 1} and define the subgraph Gb≡
(V,Eb) ⊆ G, with Eb consisting of the edges (ij) with
occupied bond bij = 1. Let a cluster be a set of vertices
connected via occupied bonds, the constraint δσi,σj

re-
quires that all the Potts spins in the same cluster take
the same value, while the spin values in different clusters
are independent from each other. After summing out the
spin degree of freedom, one obtains a FK bond configu-
ration {b}, in which each cluster has a statistical weight
of q. The corresponding RC model with parameter q is
then defined by the probability distribution

dµFK({b})=Z−1
FKq

k(Gb)
∏

(ij)∈Eb

pij
∏

(ij)6∈Eb

(1−pij)dµ0({b}), (2)

where k(Gb) is the number of clusters in the graph Gb,
including single-vertex clusters.

We can also add to each edge of G a q-flow variable
fij ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q−1}, and denote by Gf ≡ (V,Ef) ⊆ G
the subgraph of edges (ij) with nonzero flows fij > 0.

Further, we introduce symbol ∂G to represent the set
of vertices that do not satisfy the conservation condition
given by the q-modular Kirchhoff conservation law as∑

j:(ij)∈E

sgn(i→ j) fij = 0 mod q , for any i ∈ V (3)

where sgn(i→ j) = −sgn(j → i) ∈ {±1} arises from the
orientation of edge (ij). For any configuration {f}, the
q-flow model is described by the probability distribution,

dµqFlow({f}) = Z−1
qFlow δ∂G=∅

×
∏

(ij)∈Ef

pij
q

∏
(ij)6∈Ef

(1− q−1
q pij)dµ0({f}) , (4)

where δ∂G=∅ means an empty set for ∂G, i.e., no ver-
tex breaks the conservation law. The orientation of each
edge (ij) ∈ E plays no physical role and can be ran-
domly chosen, as reversing an edge (ij) orientation can
be counterbalanced by mapping the flow variable fij to
q−fij mod q.

Using high-temperature expansion [4–7, 39], duality re-
lations [1, 40] or low-temperature expansion for 2d-planar
graphs, it is known that Zspin = ZFK = q|V |ZqFlow

and, thus, apart from an unimportant constant q|V |, the
Potts (1), RC (6) and q-flow models (4) are equivalent to
each other.
Joint models. In 1988, Edwards and Sokal defined a

joint model [21], having the q-state Potts spin σi at the
vertices and occupation variable bij on the edges, with
probability distribution

dµjSW({σ}, {b}) = Z−1
jSW

∏
(ij)

[pijδbij ,1δσi,σj

+ (1−pij)δbij ,0]dµ0({σ})dµ0({b}) . (5)

On this basis, the SW cluster algorithm can be easily
understood as passing back and forth between the spin
and FK representations, via the joint model (5). Given
a spin configuration, a random FK configuration is gen-
erated as follows: independently for each edge (ij), one
sets bij = 0 for σi 6= σj , and sets bij = 1 (resp. 0) with
probability pij (resp. (1− pij)), for σi = σj . The reverse
process starts with a FK bond configuration. One picks
equiprobably a σi variable from the set {0, 1, · · · , q−1}
for each connected cluster and assigns the σi value to all
the spins in this cluster.

We shall formulate a joint model between the FK bond
and the q-flow configurations and the corresponding al-
gorithm which passes back and forth. We first remark
that, using the Euler formula k(Gb) = |V |− |Eb|+ c(Gb)
where c(Gb) is the number of independent loops (cycles)
in Gb, we can rewrite the RC model as

dµFK({b})=Z−1
FKq

|V |+c(Gb)
∏

(ij)∈Eb

pij
q

∏
(ij)6∈Eb

(1−pij)dµ0({b}) ,

(6)
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FIG. 2. Illustration of a cluster-to-loop update for q = 3, with an up/right orientation, as shown in (d). From a FK bond
configuration (a), a spanning tree is constructed from a root vertex, as marked by the green color (b). Each occupied edge
missing from the tree defines an independent cycle and is assigned a random flow variable f ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q− 1} (c). Finally, the
q-flow variables for all the other edges are obtained by backtracking vertices and applying the q-modular Kirchhoff conservation
law for each vertex, yielding a q-flow configuration (d).

which stresses the underlying cycle structure. Further, a
simple decomposition in the q-flow model leads to

dµqFlow({f}) = Z−1
qFlow δ∂G=∅

×
∏

(ij)∈Ef

pij
q

∏
(ij)6∈Ef

(
pij
q

+1−pij)dµ0({f}), (7)

as motivated by zero-valued flows corresponding modulo
q to either 0 or q (resp. 1− pij and pij/q contributions).
Analogously to [21], we define a joint model, having both
the bond variable bij and the flow variable fij on each
edge, with the probability distribution

dµjLC({f}, {b})=Z−1
jLC δ∂G=∅

∏
(ij)

[
pij
q
δfij 6=0δbij ,1

+
pij
q
δfij=0δbij ,1 + (1− pij)δfij=0δbij ,0

]
× dµ0({f})dµ0({b}) . (8)

We call this model the Loop-Cluster (LC) joint model.
As the edge state (fij 6= 0, bij = 0) is forbidden–i.e., has
zero probability, it yields Gf ⊆ Gb ⊆ G. By explicitly
performing the summation over either the {b} or the {f}
variables, it is easy to verify the following facts about the
LC joint model (8):

(i) The marginal probability of the flow variables {f}
is precisely the q-flow model (7), since, after summation
over the bond states bij = 0, 1, an edge with the flow
state fij 6= 0 has the statistical weight

pij
q , and one with

fij = 0 a statistical weight of (1− pij) +
pij
q , as in (7).

(ii) The marginal probability of the bond variables
{b} is precisely the RC model (6). The summation over
the flow variables {f} involves the number of choices of
assigning the flow variables under the constraints that
∂G = ∅ and the state (fij 6=0, bij=0) is forbidden. This
number identifies with the number of possible flow con-
figurations on the subgraph of occupied bonds, i.e. the
flow configurations satisfying ∂Gb = ∅. This number
amounts to qc(Gb), by considering the decomposition of
the Kirchhoff law (3) into the loop flows on the graph Gb.

Indeed, once the flow variable of an unshared edge of a
loop is determined among the q possible values, it must
be propagated along the loop, defining the loop flow. The
final flow for a given edge is the sum modulo q of the loop
flows it is contained in. Thus, any bridge edge, i.e. not
contained in any loop and whose removal would increase
the number of clusters, is assigned a flow zero.

(iii) Given the flow variables {f}, the bond variables
{b} are all independent and set by the conditional dis-
tribution p(bij = 1|fij > 0) = 1 for any edge (i, j) with a
non-zero flow and p(bij = 1|fij = 0) =

pij
pij+q(1−pij) = tij

otherwise.

(iv) Given the bond variables {b}, the subset of flow
variables {f}b on a cluster Gb is independent from
the others and set by p({f}b|Gb) = q−c(Gb)δ∂Gb=∅ and
p(fij = 0|bij = 0) = 1 for all edges (ij) with unoccupied
bonds.

(v) The joint model (8) highlights the fundamental re-
lationship between the FK and q-flow representations
as both can be understood as the result of a high-
temperature expansion over

pij
1−pij and tij , respectively,

revealing either the connected-cluster or flow structure.
Furthermore tij identifies with the thermal transmissiv-
ity arising in the renormalization group [5, 41].

Loop-cluster algorithm. We are now ready to formu-
late a LC Monte Carlo method which simulates the joint
model (8). To be specific, we alternatively generate new
bond variables, independent of the old ones, given the
flows following (iii), and new flow variables, indepen-
dent of the old ones, given the bonds following (iv). The
marginal distribution dµFK in (6) (dµqFlow in (7)) from
the joint model (8) is then simply obtained by erasing
the flow variables {f} (bond variables {b}), as stated in
(i,ii). This sampling procedure is a generalization of the
mapping method proposed in [30, 31] for the Ising case.

(A) Given a q-flow configuration, generating a random
FK bond configuration is a straightforward local process
given in (iii): for each non-zero flow fij 6= 0, one sets
bij = 1; for each edge with empty flow fij = 0, one in-
dependently sets bij = 1 with probability tij , and bij = 0,
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otherwise. The number of operations in this step equals
the number of edges of the original graph, |E|.

(B) Given a FK bond configuration, generating a q-
flow configuration follows from (iv) and depends on the
subgraph-Gb topology: For all the non-occupied edges
bij = 0, one sets fij = 0; the edges in Eb are assigned
flow variables {f} as described in (ii), once a set of inde-
pendent loops have been defined.

In more detail, we first construct a spanning tree for
each connected cluster by a rooted procedure, either the
breadth-first or the depth-first search. Any occupied edge
of the graph Gb missing from the tree defines a loop by
the symmetric difference of the tree paths from the pair
of ending vertices of the missing edge to the root ver-
tex. Each of these occupied bonds is uniformly assigned
a flow variable fij ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q−1}. Then, we back-
track the tree and calculate the flow variables for all its
edges by applying the q-modular Kirchhoff conservation
law to each vertex. The number of operations is twice
the number of edges in the original graph, 2|E|. Figure 2
illustrates an example of “constructing-tree” and “back-
tracking” processes for q = 3. The number of operations
is 3|E| for the LC scheme, slightly larger than 2|E| for
the SW algorithm.

For q = 1, the set of flow variables {0, · · · , q − 1} re-
duces to {0} and the LC algorithm becomes the conven-
tional strategy for bond percolation.

The LC algorithm can be extended to sample from the
RC model of real value q ≥ 1, via the induced-subgraph
decomposition [9]. Further, a single-cluster version can
be formulated to sample from the q-flow model. See the
supplementary material for details.

Dynamical behavior. We study numerically the dy-
namics of the LC algorithm and compare it to the SW
scheme for both “energy-” and “susceptibility-like” quan-
tities in the FK representation at criticality over the com-
plete graph and d = 2, 3, 4, 5 toroidals grids. By compar-
ing the integrated autocorrelation times, we obtain clear
evidence that both the SW and LC schemes belong to the
same dynamical class (even displaying similar decorrela-
tion performance for q = 2 in 2D), as well as the Wolff
and the single-cluster LC variant. Further details can be
found in the supplementary material.

New family of fractal objects. The FK bond represen-
tation provides a platform to study rich geometric struc-
tures for any real q ≥ 0. A variety of fractal dimensions
are used to characterize the sizes of FK clusters, the hulls,
the external perimeters, the backbones and the shortest
paths, etc. [42, 43], and a set of exponents is defined to ac-
count for correlation functions that two far-away regions
are connected by a number of mono- or polychromatic
paths [44–46]. In 2D, thanks to Coulomb-gas arguments,
conformal field theory and stochastic Loewner evolution
theory, the exact values of most of these exponents are
available. For instance, one has the fractal dimension
DFK = (g + 2)(g + 6)/8g for the FK clusters, and the
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clusters from DEP = 4/3 to the backbone dimension Dbb =
1.64336 with 1/(qF − q0), q0 = 0.937 for the 2D percolation.
Inset: Scaling of the size F1 of the largest qF-flow clusters for
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correlation exponent X2 = 1 − 2/g for two polychro-
matic paths, where the Coulomb-gas coupling g ∈ [2, 4]
relates to q as q = 2 + 2 cos(gπ/2) [47–49]. Nevertheless,
exact values still remain unknown for a few exponents,
including the backbone dimension Dbb. For percolation
(q = 1), while the proximity of the numerical estimates
for Dbb to the fraction DFK − X2 = 79/48 ≈ 1.645 833
has been noticed [32, 50], this value seems ruled out by
a high-precision studyDbb = 1.643 36(10) [37].

As in the FK representation, clusters can be defined as
sets of vertices connected via edges of non-zero flows in a
q-flow configuration, which have so far received little at-
tention. From the LC joint model (8), it is seen that a FK
cluster may contain more than one q-flow cluster while
the reverse cannot occur. Actually, since any bridge edge
has a zero flow, the q-flow clusters must live on top of the
backbones of the FK clusters–sets of vertices connected
via non-bridge edges. In practice, since any loop has a
flow zero with probability 1/q, q-flow clusters are gener-
ally smaller than the backbone clusters and, therefore,
one has DqF≤Dbb≤DFK.

Further, given a q-state FK bond configuration, we
can introduce an integer parameter qF ≥ 2 such that,
in Step B of the LC scheme for assigning flow variables,
each loop has a flow zero with probability 1/qF and the
qF-modular conservation law applies to each vertex. This
leads to a hierarchy of qF-flow clusters, reducing to the q-
flow clusters for qF = q. Note that Step A can no longer
be applied if qF 6= q, and the FK configuration has to
be updated by other means like the cluster or Sweeny
algorithms [20, 22, 23].

We carry out extensive simulation for (q = 1, 2, 3, 2 +√
3, qF = 2) and (q = 1, qF = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 20, 100, 1000)

on the 2D-toroidal grid with linear size L ∈ [6, 4096].
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From finite-size scaling analysis, we determine the fractal
dimension DqF for the qF-flow clusters. For qF = 2, the
results are DqF = 1.333 3(2) ≈ 4/3, 1.375 4(12) ≈ 11/8,
1.417(2) ≈ 17/12 and 1.464(6) ≈ 35/24 for q = 1, 2, 3, 2+√

3, respectively. These are well consistent with the
external-perimeter fractal dimension DEP = 1+g/8 [48],
and, thus, we conjecture DqF(qF = 2) = DEP.

For percolation (q = 1), we obtain DqF = 1.471 6(2),
1.526 1(2), 1.554 7(2), 1.584 2(2), 1.603 6(2), 1.624 7(2),
1.639 8(2) and 1.642 9(2) for qF = 3,4,5,7,10,20,100,1000,
respectively. As qF increases, DqF converges to the
backbone dimension asymptotically as 1/(qF − q0). A
least-squares fit with qF ≥ 4 yields q0 = 0.94(4) and
DqF(qF→∞)=1.643 4(2), which agrees well with Dbb =
1.643 36(10) [37].

Conclusion. We introduce the LC joint model of the
FK bond and q-flow representations of the Potts model,
unifying its three standard representations. A straight-
forward application is the design of LC algorithms. While
in the same dynamical class as the SW and Wolff meth-
ods, the LC algorithms lift the limitation of performing
both simulations and measurements in a given represen-
tation. More importantly, the LC coupling sheds much
new light on the geometric properties of FK and q-flow
clusters. It is proved that the q-flow clusters have a frac-
tal dimension not larger than the backbone one of the
FK clusters. Further, a hierarchy of qF-flow clusters is
constructed with integer qF ≥ 2, enriching the character-
ization of fractal structures of the FK clusters. In two
dimensions, from our high-precision results we conjecture
DqF(qF =2)=DEP =1 + g/8; otherwise, the exact values
of DqF are not available for generic (q, qF). Future works
shall focus on an extensive study in the (q, qF) diagram
and seek for the exact formula of DqF in two dimensions.

We dedicate this work to Fred (Fa-Yueh) Wu who
passed away on January 21, 2020. His seminal review
article on the Potts model [1] has benefitted generations
of statistical physicists, and he was one of the early re-
searchers who paid attention to the flow representation
of the Potts model [5]. Wu was a member of the doctoral
dissertation committee of one of us (Y.D.) in 2004, and
subsequently gave him a lot of encouragement through-
out his academic career. This work was supported by
the Ministry of Science and Technology of China for
Grant No. 2016YFA0301604 and the National Natural
Science Foundation of China for Grant No. 11625522. M.
Michel is grateful for the support of the PHC program
Xu Guangqi (Grant No. 41291UF). We thank Shanglun
Feng and Ziming Cheng for their early involvements in
the work.
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LOOP-CLUSTER ALGORITHM FOR REAL q
AND A SINGLE-CLUSTER VERSION

The loop-cluster (LC) algorithm can be extended to
sample from the RC model of real value q ≥ 1, via the
induced-subgraph decomposition [9]. Starting with a FK
bond configuration and setting an integer 1 ≤ m ≤ q,
each cluster is randomly picked as “active” with proba-
bility m/q or sampled as “inactive”. One obtains then an
effective RC model with q′ = m on the subgraph defined
by active vertices and edges and a model with q′ = q−m
on the complementary inactive subgraph. The active par-
tition can then be updated through any valid MC algo-
rithms, while the inactive one is left unchanged, which
is effectively an identity operation. For 2> q ≥ 1, with
the unique choice m=1, one can apply the conventional
percolation strategy for any active edge, corresponding
to the Chayes-Machta algorithm [8]. For q ≥ 2, one can
choose integer m ≥ 2 and apply the LC algorithm on the
active subgraph, leading to an extended LC algorithm.

Moreover, a single-cluster version can be formulated
to sample from the q-flow model. Starting from a q-
flow configuration, one randomly chooses a root vertex
and grows a cluster by Step A until it cannot become
larger, i.e. all the boundary edges have been sampled
as unoccupied; then a new q-flow configuration can be
sampled through Step B. Like the Wolff algorithm, the
single-cluster LC algorithm is more likely to update larger
clusters [23], which on average contain larger loops, and
to show higher efficiency.

NUMERICAL STUDY OF DYNAMICAL
BEHAVIOR

We study the dynamics of the LC algorithm and com-
pare it to the Swendsen-Wang (SW) scheme for both
“energy-” and “susceptibility-like” quantities in the FK
representation, i.e. respectively the total number N of
occupied bonds and the second moment of FK cluster
sizes, defined as S2 =

∑
C |C|2 with |C| the size of clus-

ter C.
In the LC scheme, the number of operations in Step

A equals the number of edges of the original graph, |E|,

(q, d) (2, 2d) (2, 3d) (2, 4d) (2, 5d) (2,CG) (3, 2d)

N 0.16(1) 0.48(2) 0.62(2) 0.92(9) 0.215(6) 0.48(2)

S2 0.17(1) 0.40(1) 0.69(1) 0.99(2) 0.259(2) 0.45(1)

TABLE I. Dynamical critical exponents zint for the LC algo-
rithm obtained for different values (q, d) and observables.

and is 2|E| in Step B. The total number of operations is
3|E|, slightly larger than 2|E| for the SW algorithm.

Simulations are performed on toroidal grids for 2 ≤
d ≤ 5 and on finite complete graphs (CG) with n vertices.
The critical coupling strengths are Jc = ln(

√
q+ 1) for

(q=2, 3, d=2), 0.443 309 262(16) for (q=2, d=3) [51, 52],
0.299 389 4(10) for (q = 2, d = 4) [53], 0.227 830 0(8) for
(q=2, d=5) [54], and 2/n for (q=2,CG).

For an observable O, we calculate the normalized au-
tocorrelation function

ρO(t)=(〈O0Ot〉−〈O〉2)/(〈O2〉−〈O〉2) (9)

and the integrated autocorrelation time

τint,O=
1

2
+

+∞∑
t=1

ρO(t), (10)

where the time unit corresponds to a configuration up-
date. In practice, we use the windowing method [55]
to truncate the summation for τint. In our data analy-
sis, the windowing parameter c was chosen to be 6 for
(d = 2, q = 3) and to be 8 otherwise to give good esti-
mates.

We have 5 × 107 to 108 samples for each (q, d, L) or
(q, n), where L is the linear system size and the number
of vertices for the complete graph is set as n = L2. Ac-
cording to the least-squares criterion, the τint(L) data are
fitted by A+BLzint , where zint is the dynamical critical
exponent and A and B are non-universal constants. In
practice, we gradually increase the smallest system size
Lmin such that the data for L < Lmin are excluded from
the fit until the ratio of χ2 and degree of freedom (DF) is
close to 1 and subsequent increases of Lmin do not cause
the χ2 value to drop by vastly more than one unit per
degree of freedom. The estimates of zint are given in Ta-
ble I, which are consistent with the results for the SW
algorithm reported in the literature.
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FIG. 4. Ratios of integrated autocorrelation times R=τint,LC/τint,SW for the LC and the SW algorithm, with q=2 in dimensions
2≤d≤5 and on the complete graph (CG), as well as with (q=3, d=2). The values of τint are shown in the inset plots and the
asymptotic fitted values for Rinf are indicated in each subplot.

To further check whether the LC and the SW algorithm
are in the same dynamical universality class, we measure
the integrated correlation time τint for the SW scheme
and calculate the ratio R=τint,LC/τint,SW. The results of
R are shown in Fig. 4, where the insets display the τint

values for both the LC and SW methods. It is clear that
for both energy- and susceptibility-like quantities N and
S2, the ratio R converges to a constant as system size
increases. In two dimensions, it is interesting to observe
that RN is consistent with 1, irrespective of system size L
and the q value. For each (q, d), the R(L) data are fitted
by ansatz A+BL−∆, with ∆ a correction exponent. The
fitting results are shown in Table II and the asymptotic
values of A are also displayed in Fig. 4. It exhibits an
increase of the A value with d, up to a value slightly
larger than 2 for CG (effectively d→∞). Therefore, it
is strongly suggested that the LC and the SW algorithm
belong to the same dynamical universality class.

We also compare the dynamical behavior of the single-
cluster LC algorithm and the Wolff method. Similarily,
we measure the integrated correlation time τint, and cal-
culate the ratio R = τint,LC/τint,W. Our numerical re-
sults confirm that the single-cluster LC algorithm and
the Wolff method have the same average sizes of the up-
dated cluster and belong to the same dynamical class,

Obs (q, d) Fit A ∆ Lmin χ2/DF

N (2, 2d) A 0.99(1) — 32 3.1/5

(2, 3d) A+BL−∆ 1.42(4) 0.7(2) 8 6.2/5

(2, 4d) A+BL−∆ 1.79(2) 0.5 6 3.8/3

(2, 5d) A+BL−∆ 1.97(2) 0.5 4 4.5/4

(2,CG) A+BL−∆ 2.15(4) 0.2 32 1.1/3

S2 (2, 2d) A+BL−∆ 0.92(1) 0.5 128 1.6/2

(2, 3d) A+BL−∆ 1.38(2) 1.0(1) 8 6.3/5

(2, 4d) A+BL−∆ 1.72(2) 0.9(1) 4 2.7/3

(2, 5d) A+BL−∆ 1.93(6) 0.9(1) 4 3.1/3

(2,CG) A+BL−∆ 1.98(4) 0.6(2) 32 2.4/3

N (3, 2d) A 0.99(1) — 64 5.6/3

S2 A+BL−∆ 0.99(1) 0.5 64 4.0/3

TABLE II. Fitting results for R=τint,LC/τint,SW as a function
of q, d and observables (Obs), by ansatz A+ BL−∆, with ∆
a correction exponent. “DF” means degree of freedom.

as illustrated by Fig. 5 where the scaling of the corre-
sponding integrated autocorrelation times is displayed.
The simulations were carried out on a hypercubic lattice,
for (q = 2, d= 2, 3) (windowing parameter set to 8) and
(q = 3, d= 2) (windowing parameter set to 6). In total,
108 measurements of an “energy-like” quantity (number
of edges E connecting spins of the same values for the
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FIG. 5. Ratios of integrated autocorrelation times R=τint,LC/τint,W for the LC single-cluster variant and the Wolff algorithm,
with q=2 in dimensions 2 and 3 for the energy, as well as with q=3 with d=2. The asymptotic fitted values for A are 1.85(2),
2.48(2) and 1.42(2) for (q = 2, 2d), (2, 3d) and (3, 2d), respectively. The values of τint are shown in the insets.

Wolff algorithm in the FK representation and number of
non-trivial flows E ′ in the q-flow representation for the

LC single-cluster variant) were made. The time unit is
normalized to one full system size sweep for consistency.
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